
MHS 2021 WINTER PLAY MONOLOGUES 
 

• Remember to introduce yourself at the beginning of your video by telling us your name, grade, and which 

monologue you will be performing.  You should be standing.  Make sure you are seen in the frame from the 

waist up.   

 

• Perform one of the following pre-selected monologues.  Feel free to change any gender references – 

anybody can perform any of these monologues regardless of gender. Memorization is not required. No 

accents, please. 

 

Options #1 & #2 are from The Game’s Afoot by Ken Ludwig  

Synopsis: It is December 1936 and Broadway star William Gillette, admired the world over for his leading role 

in the play Sherlock Holmes, has invited his fellow cast members to his Connecticut castle for a weekend of 

revelry. But when one of the guests is stabbed to death, the festivities quickly turn dangerous.  William is 

determined to bring his Sherlockian skills to bear on solving the murder case. Daria is the theatre critic we all 

love to hate. Very self-confident and aware of her own power and charm. 

 
#1 - WILLIAM. Look, we have chosen this mad life of ours, and we’d be insane not to accept it for what it is. 

We’re actors. We wear silly costumes. We put on noses made of putty for goodness sake. I don’t treat life as a 

joke - I treat it as the most glorious game ever invented. Love and heartbreak? Game. Life and death? The 

greatest game, the biggest adventure. Shakespeare got it right on the nose. Henry the Fifth charging into battle 

against overwhelming odds and what does he cry? “It’s all a game and if I die, I die!” So let them praise me, 

hate me or shoot me – but at the end of the battle, I will have lived, even for a moment. 

 

#2 - DARIA. Everyone wants publicity. It’s magic, and it’s changing the world. Look at me, I’m a sorceress. A 

wave of the pen and I can make you a star. Poof. Publicity equals fame equals money. It’s like a drug, but it 

never stops. And I must say, you’ve all been hogging the limelight beautifully, haven’t you. First the shooting, 

which in itself must have doubled my readership, then the inheritance and now the murder… (Daria is greeted 

by blank stares) the murder this morning…. don’t tell me you don’t know about... (realizing she has let the cat 

out of the bag) Oops.  

 

Options #3 & #4 are from Noises Off Michael Frayn 

Synopsis: It is only hours before the opening performance and a touring company is hurriedly running through a 

final dress rehearsal of their farce before the first audience arrives.  Lloyd, a director, has come back from his 

current production of Richard III to try and mend fences with an unhappy actress. The Burglar is performing a 

scene from the play-within-a-play. 

 

#3 - LLOYD. Let me tell you something about my life. I have the Duke of Buckingham on the phone to me for 

an hour after rehearsal every evening complaining that the Duke of Gloucester is sucking boiled sweets through 

his speeches. Richard himself – would you believe? - Richard III? Has now gone down with a back problem. I 

keep getting messages from here about how unhappy Brooke is and now she’s got herself a doctor’s certificate 

for nervous exhaustion – she’s going to walk! I have no time to find or rehearse another Vicki. I have just one 

afternoon, while Richard is fitted for a surgical corset, to cure Brooke of nervous exhaustion. So I haven’t come 

to the theatre to hear about other people’s problems. I’ve come to be taken out of myself and preferably not be 

put back in again. 

 

#4 - BURGLAR. No bars, no burglar alarms. They ought to be prosecuted for incitement. Sometimes it makes 

me want to sit down and weep. When I think I used to do banks! When I remember I used to do bullion vaults! 

What am I doing now? I’m breaking into paper bags! So what are they offering?  One microwave oven. What? 

Fifty quid? Hardly worth lifting it.  Junk… Junk… No, they all say the same thing... it’s hard to adjust to 

retirement. 


